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ON THE JACOBIAN OF THE KLEIN CURVE

DESPINA T. PRAPAVESSI

(Communicated by William Adams)

Abstract. Its is known that the Jacobian J of the Klein curve is isogenous to

E3 for a certain elliptic curve E . We compute explicit equations for E and

prove that J is in fact isomorphic to E3. We also identify the subgroup of J

generated by the image of the Weierstrass points of the curve under an Albanese

embedding, and we show that it is isomorphic to Z/2Z x (Z/7Z)3.

1. Introduction

Let C be a primitive 7th root of 1 in Q, and algebraic closure of Q. Let
k = Q(£), and p¿ = Ç' + C-' • The canonical embedding of the cyclic Fermât
quotient curve i7 = 5(1 -s)2 in Pq is the Klein curve X, given by the equation

x3y + yiz + z3x = 0.

The curve X has genus g — 3 and it is well known that its group of automor-

phisms is isomorphic to PSL2(F7) which has order 168, the maximum for a

curve X of genus 3. Generators of the group are [2, 5]

o(x, y, z) = (y, z, x)   of order 3,

t(x, y, z) - (pxx-\-y + z, —x + y + pxz, x + pxy +—z)    of order 2,

and

e(x, v, z) = (Çx, í5y, z)   of order 7.

We will explicitly compute a subgroup of the Jacobian of X over K isomorphic

to (Z/7Z)3. The existence of this group was predicted by Greenberg in [3].
We let oo!, 002, 003 denote the three cusps of X, given by

00, =(1,0,0),        oo2 = (0,1,0),        003 = (0,0,1).

We let Jx denote the Jacobian of X. To simplify the notation, we also denote

by a, x, and e the induced endomorphisms on Jx. Note that by mapping Ç

to e we obtain on Jx complex multiplication by Z[Ç]. We will identify Z[£]

with its image. We let

n = C - 1 € End(Jx).
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The divisors 002 - 001 and 003 - 001 are both fixed by Ç, and hence have exact

order n . (They are nonprincipal, since the genus of X is nonzero.)

Recall that P is a Weierstrass point on a curve of genus g, if there exists a

nonconstant function on the curve with a pole at P of order at most g, and

no other poles [9].
Let W denote the set of Weierstrass points on X. We have that

(1.1) W = {0(ooi)|0eAut(X)}.

To show this notice that W is stable under the action of Aut(X). Clearly

001 £ W since the divisor of j is 002+2003-3ooi . A direct computation shows

that the set on the right side of (1.1) is {(£'«,-, C5i 77- > 1) I i = 0, 1, ... , 6, j =

1, 2, 3} U {001, 002, 003} . In particular it has order 24, which is the maximum

number of Weierstrass points on a curve of genus 3.

Let

P = toci = (px, —, 1 J ,        D = P + ciP-2ooi.

We will prove:

Theorem 1. The subgroup Jx,w of J\(K), generated by the divisor classes of

divisors of degree 0 supported on W, is the kernel of 2n3. In particular the class

of D generates the kernel of n3 as a Z[Ç] module.

Notice that W is the cuspidal torsion packet [1] of X, studied by Coleman

in [2],

Remark. Using similar methods to the ones used here, we have also computed

explicitly a subgroup of the Jacobian of the cyclic Fermât quotient curve i13 =

s(l - s)3 over the 13th cyclotomic field, isomorphic to Z/2Z x (Z/13Z)3.
We also prove here:

Theorem 2. Jx is isomorphic over K to the product En x Ei x ~E2 of three

isomorphic elliptic curves with Weierstrass equations given by

(1.2) E, : y2 + K4ixy + C5'v = x3 - 2£2'x - 3Ç3'', 1 = 0,1,2.

Remark. The proof of Theorem 2 can be extended to prove that the Jacobian of

the curve tp = s(l -s)r, with p prime, p = 1 mod 6, and r2 + r+ 1=0 modp

is isomorphic over the pth cyclotomic field to the product of three isomorphic

simple factors. Koblitz and Rohrlich have shown in [6] that the Jacobian of

these curves is isogenous to such a product.

In §2 we compute the equations for the elliptic curves in (1.2) which are the

quotient curves of X under the action of e'cre-' for / = 0, 1, or 2. We also

compute equations for an isogeny </>* from Jx to the product of these three

curves. In §3 we study the action of <f>, on Jx[rc3] • Finally in §4 we prove

Theorems 1 and 2.

2. The isogeny </>* of Jx to the product E0 x Ei x E2

Let Oi — e'cre-' £ Aut(X). In particular oo = o. Since er, has order 3 it

generates a cyclic subgroup (o¡) of Aut/f(A'(X)) of order 3. Let F¡ denote the
fixed field of (07). Then K(X) is a finite separable extension of F¡ of degree

3 and the inclusion of fields F, ç K(X) corresponds to a morphism of curves

A:X-»Ei
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of degree 3. By Hurwitz's theorem E, has genus 1. Then </>, induces a unique
homomorphism of abelian varieties

(^).:Jx^E,-,

We have:

Proposition 3. The morphism of abelian varieties </>» := Y[2=0(<f>i)*,

</>. : Jx -y E0 x Ei x E2,

is an isogeny.

Proof of Proposition 3. Observe that both Jx and E0 x Ei x E2 have dimension

3. Consider the induced homomorphism of the tangent spaces

d(4>*): TjXio —> TEoxEixe2,o>

where T^o denotes the tangent space to the abelian variety A, at 0. It suffices
to show that dtß* is an isomorphism.

Identifying Tjx,o with the vector space of holomorphic differentials on X,

we compute a basis {cox, co2, co^} for TjX;n from the known basis of differ-

entials on the Fermât curve computed in [7,1.7]. We find that

1v4,/jc3\ ly3.(x3\ lv3,/x3\

Next, notice that T^xe^^o is a direct sum of the TEi,0 's for í = 0, 1, or

2, and a basis for TE, ,o is given by the image under d<fr¡ of any nonzero holo-
morphic differential which is invariant under the action of (o¡). In particular

d<f>i(-0)x + C4'g>2 - Ç5'(o-}) is a basis for TE,.,o • Hence we obtain

dtp,
-I    -I     -I-1

1   c4     c
_1     _£5     _C3

and since the determinant of the above matrix is nonzero, Proposition 3 follows.

Next we will show:

Proposition 4. With notation as above, E, is the elliptic curve with zero element

the point O = (0, 1,0), and Weierstrass equation

y2 + 3C4ixy + C5iy = x3 - 2Ç2ix - 3Ç3'',        i = 0, 1,2.

The finite morphism </>,- : X —► E, is given by

(2.1) (j>i(x ,y) = (-Wi,Vi),

where

w, = x + C6'^ + C4'^,       Vi = y + C6/i + t2iy

Furthermore each E, has CM by Z[(l + yf^l)/2], and for i^j, E, is canon-
ically isomorphic to Ej.

Proof of Proposition 4. Notice that w¡ = Tr£(x,(.x) , and v¡ = Tr^(X)(y), where

Tr denotes the trace map. Since w¡ and v¡ satisfy

vf - 3C4iv¡Wi + C5iv¡ = -wj + 2Ç,2iWj - 3Í3'
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they generate over K a subfield of K(X) which is contained in F,. Since the

degree of the extension K(X)/K(w¡, v¡) is 3, we have K(w¡, v¡) = F¡.

Notice that the morphism </>, is only ramified at the points (£'</>, Ç5'co2)

and (C'<y2, Ç5'co), where œ is a cubic root of 1 in Q. The fibre over <6,(P)

is {P, Oi(P), o2(P)} . Also notice that E, has discriminant -Ç6' • 73, and

j'-invariant -53 • 33.
For i± j, K(E¡) and A:(E;) are intermediate extensions of K(X)/K(X)<"-e>

(where K(X)(a'e) is the fixed field of (a, e)), corresponding to the conjugate

subgroups (at) and (oj) . Therefore the function fields and hence the curves

are isomorphic.
It remains to show that E, has CM by the maximal order in Q(\/^7). Since

the E, 's are isomorphic it suffices to work with i = 0. Define e £ End(E0) by

e(P) = MCP) + Mi:2P) + MC4P),

where F 6 X is such that <j>o(P) — P ■ Existence of P follows by surjectivity of

<f>o, and one can easily check that e is well defined, since Ça = er£2 in Aut(X).

Furthermore we have

7

(e2 + e + 2)(P) = 21£MCiP) = 0.
;=i

Hence by mapping the quotient (-1 + •v/-7)/2 to e we obtain an endomor-

phism of Z[(l + \/-7)/2] to End(Eo), which must be an isomorphism since

Z[( 1 + y/^l)/2] is the maximal order in Q(\f-1). This completes the proof of

Proposition 4.

The following lemma will be used in §3.

Lemma 5. With notation as above, on Jx we have

Ker(c/>,), = Ker(l + o¡ + of).

Furthermore, for i ^ j, Ker(c/>,)» ̂ Ker(c6;)».

Proof of Lemma 5. If D £ Jx is such that (<j>¡)»D = (f) for some / £ K(E¡),
then (1 + o,+ a})D = (f o fc) ; hence, on Jx, Ker(c/>,). Ç Ker(l + ct, + of).

Conversely, if (1 + ot + o})D = (g), for some g £ K(X), then (Oig/g) - 0;

hence, o¡g = Xg, X £ K. Hence

(Oi + o2+l)g = X3(l + at + o2)g.

Since K contains no nontrivial cubic roots of 1, X = 1, that is o¡(g) — g;

therefore g £ F¡. Hence g = fo(f>¡, with / e K(E¡). Therefore (4>i)*D — (f),
and hence Ker(l + a, + a2) ç Ker(c/>,),. To prove that for i •£ j, Ker(<é,)» ̂

Ker(</>y)*, we compute E0[2], the 2-torsion subgroup of E0 . We have

(2.2) Eo[2] = {R,R,R + R,0},

where R = ((-13+v/z7)/8, (31+3y^7)/16). (Observe that R+R = (1, -2) e
E0(Q).) Since D = P+oP-2<x>x, a direct computation gives (/>o(P) = (I, -2) ;

hence

(2.3) (<M.D = 2(R + R)-20 = 0,
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while for i = 1 or 2,

(2.4) (¿).D = (?(ßl - 1), C5'(l +^(C-r Í2 + C4)2)) * O.

(In fact one can show that (c/>,)*D £ E,[\/-7] for / ^ 0, but we will not use

this here.) Using the isomorphism of the curves E,, it follows that the kernels

of the maps (c/>,)* are pairwise distinct. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.

3. The action of </>* on Jx[n3]

Let R = Z[Ç]/(7T3). We fix a generator ß of Jx[rc3] as a principal R mod-

ule. Then ß has exact order n3 and the action of o on Jx[ft3] is completely

determined by its action on ß . Since a £ Aut(Jx), we have

a(ß) = aaß,        aa£R*.

We will now determine aa . Notice that R* is a (a) module via the action

(3.1) (¿a/C'j   =a,C4''        a,GZ'

and since oí, = Ç4rj on Jx, the map o -* aa gives rise to a cocycle in

Hx((o), R*). Since o3 = 1, we have ß = o3ß = axa+aWß , and therefore

(3.2) axa+a+al = 1

in R. We will prove:

Lemma 6. With notation as above, aa — 2.

For the proof of Lemma 6 we will need Lemma 7 stated below. Consider the

exact sequence of (a) modules:

0 - (1 + nZ[Ç]/(n3)) ̂ R*^ (Z/7Z)* - 0

with the action of a as described in (3.1). We get the long exact sequence of
cohomology:

••. - Hx((o), 1 + 7rZ[C]/(;r3)) -y Hx((o), R*)

- Hx((o), (Z/7Z)*) -» H2((o), 1 + 7rZ[C]/(7r3)) -»....

We will prove:

Lemma 7. tó Í = 1 + 7rZ[C]/(7t3). Then for i = 1 a«*/ 2 w ¿ave //"'((ff) • B)
= 0.

Proof of Lemma 1. Since (er) is finite and cyclic, we have [8, Theorem 10.35]

Hx((o),B) = Bo/Bx-°,

while
H2((o),B) = Bx/B(x+a+a2\

where B0 = {b £ B \ bx+a+"2 = 1}, and Bx = {b £ B \ ba = b} . Also it follows

from (3.1) that in R we have

(3.3) n" = -n2 + 4n mod 7t3,        n°2 = n2 + 2n mod n3.
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A quick computation yields that B0 = Bx~a = B, and that Bx = Bx+a+"2 = {1} .

So Lemma 7 follows.

Proof of Lemma 6. It follows from Lemma 7 that the homomorphism
Hx((o),R*) - Hx((o),(Z/lZ)*) is an isomorphism. Hence aa £ (Z/7Z)*)

and (3.2) gives the result that a3 = 1, hence aa = 1, 2, or 4. We will next

rule out the cases aa — 1 and aa = 4.

We have

Jxfa3] = {(a + bn + cn2)ß \a,b,c£ (Z/7Z)}.

Using Lemma 5 and (3.3) we can compute Ker(</>,)* for / = 0, 1, or 2.

If aa = 1, we obtain

(l + o + o})(a + bn + cn2)ß = 3aß   for i = 0, 1, 2.

But this implies that for i = 0, 1, or 2, we have

Ker(<¿;), = {(bn + cn2)ß \a,c£ (Z/7Z)} = Jx[tt2] ,

which contradicts Lemma 5.
If a„ = 4, we obtain

( 1 + o + o2)(a + bn + cn2)ß = (3c - 2b)n2ß ;

hence Jx[n] = {(cn2)ß \ c £ (Z/7Z)} is not contained in Ker(0o)*. This is a
contradiction, because (4>o)*(oo2 - ooi) = O, and as noted in the introduction,
002-001 generates the 7r-torsion on Jx. Hence aa = 2.

Next we will prove:

Lemma 8. With notation as above, for i = 0, 1, 2 we have Ker(<¿>,), n Jx[tt2] =

Jx[*].

Proof of Lemma 8. Using Lemmas 5 and 6 along with (3.3), a direct computa-
tion gives

' {(a + en2)ß\a,c£ (Z/7Z)} ifi = 0,

{(a -an + cn2)ß \a,c£ (Z/7Z)}     if i = 1,

b {(a + 2an + cn2)ß \a,c£ (Z/7Z)}   if i = 2.

Then Lemma 8 follows.

Next we will show:

Lemma 9. With notation as above we have

Ker(</>o). n Ker^,), n Ker(</>2), = Jx[rc].

Proof of Lemma 9. Suppose that for i = 0, 1, or 2, D £ Ker(<£,)». Then by
Lemma 5 (I + o¡ + of)D = 0. Using the relations

1 + a,: + a} = 1 + C4'ff + C2,ff2,        /' = 1,2,

it is easy to check that in End(Jx) we have

(C-i)2(C+i)C(C2 + C+l)ff = C6(l+ff+ff2)-(i+C6)(i+ffi+ff,2)+(i+ff2+ff22)-

It follows that (C - 1)2D = 0, since £ + 1, C,C2 + C+1, and a are all units
in End(Jx). Hence D £ (i\[n2]). Then by Lemma 8 we have that D £ J\[n].

The other inclusion is obvious.

Ker(r¿,).nJx[7r3]=<
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4. The proof of Theorems 1 and 2

Recall that D = P + oP - 2oo,.

Proof of Lemma 1. We will first show that D has exact order 7t3. Using Lem-

mas 7 and 8, it suffices to show that

(1) DeJxtrc3],
(2) D 6 Ker(<fo)*, and
(3) D i Ker(cf>x),.

To prove (1), consider / e K(X) given by

/ = :p2x2 +y2 + Ç3xy + ^-y + yLx + ^--
P-ï       i        Pi

Then the divisor of f is

(/) - ((C + C2 + C4)(P + aP)) + P + o2P- 6oo2 - 2oo,.

Since P, oP, and a2P are fixed under complex conjugation we have

(£)=((C + C2 + C4)-(i3 + C5 + C6))D,

where / denotes the complex conjugate of /. That is, we have (7r3)D = 0,
because

(C + C2 + C4) - (C3 + C5 + C6) = (C- l)3(C + l)2(C2 + l),

and Ç + 1, C2 + 1 are units in Z[Ç].
Notice also that (2) and (3) follow from (2.3) and (2.4).
To complete the proof of Theorem 1 it remains to show that Jx, w = Jx[27i3].

Notice that

Do = P t oP + a2P - ooi - oo2 - 003 € Jx(Q)

has exact order 2 since D0 = (<l>o)7l((2, -1) - O). But then the points D, =

C'Do , i = 0, 1, ... , 5 are independent [4, Lemma 1.3] and hence

(Z/2Z)6çJx,w.

Therefore Jx[27r3] ç Jx, w • Conversely, since P - <x>x = Do - D + (002 + 003 -

2c» 1), it follows that (P - 001) € Jx[27r3]. Therefore Jx,w Q Jx[2rt3]. This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the isogeny

</>: Jx -> E0 x Ei x E2

studied in §2. We have from Lemma 9 that Ker(0), = 3\[n]. Hence we

may define an isomorphism 1^ as follows: Given D e Jx, let D be such that

nD = D. Since n is a surjective endomorphism, such a D always exists. Then

define ¡¿(D) - (p*(D). It is easy to check that 1^ is well defined and a birational
isomorphism, hence an isomorphism of abelian varieties. This completes the
proof of Theorem 2.
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